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Supplies National Standards

 Vocabulary

Day 1
• 9”x12” heavy, white drawing paper     

(1 piece per student)
• 12” ruler (1 per student)
• Fine tip, black, permanent marker       

(1 per student)

Day 2
• Watercolor pan set (1 per student)
• Paintbrushes, medium or small       

(1 per student)
• Water cup (1 per student)
• Paper towel (1 per student)
• 9”x12” heavy, white drawing paper      

(1 piece per student)
• Pencil (1 per student)
• Fine tip, black, permanent marker       

(1 per student)

Day 3
• Fine tip, black, permanent marker       

(1 per student)
• Ultra-fine tip, black, permanent 

marker (1 per student)

Day 4
• Fine tip, black, permanent marker       

(1 per student)
• Scissors (1 per student)
• Bottled glue (1 bottle per student)

Grade 3 
Creating
VA:Cr1.2.3a Apply knowledge of available resources, tools, and technologies to 
investigate personal ideas through the art-making process. 
VA:Cr2.1.3a Create personally satisfying artwork using a variety of artistic processes 
and materials. 
VA:Cr3.1.3a Elaborate visual information by adding details in an artwork to enhance 
emerging meaning. 
Responding
VA:Re7.2.3a Determine messages communicated by an image.
VA:Re8.1.3a Interpret art by analyzing use of media to create subject matter, 
characteristics of form, and mood.
Connecting
VA:Cn11.1.3a Recognize that responses to art change depending on knowledge of 
the time and place in which it was made.

Grade 4
Responding
VA:Re7.2.4a Analyze components in visual imagery that convey messages.
VA:Re8.1.4a Interpret art by referring to contextual information and analyzing 
relevant subject matter, characteristics of form, and use of media.
Connecting
VA:Cn11.1.4a Through observation, infer information about time, place, and culture 
in which a work of art was created.

• Line
 Straight, Curved
 Long, Short 
 Thick, Thin
 Wavy, Jagged
 Broken, Scribbled
• Dominant Feature
• Symbolism
• Observation
• Contour Line
• Variety
• Geometric Shape
• Organic Shape
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Daily Lesson Sequence
Day 1
Preparation
• Gather supplies for Day 1.
Sequence of Activity
1. Introduce the lesson using the Lesson Introduction, page 11.
2. Demonstrate for the students how to use their rulers and fine tip, black permanent markers to draw straight lines to divide a 

9”x12” heavy drawing paper into many smaller sections. Start out with one long line traveling from one side of the paper to the 
other. Then start from one point on that line and draw another line to the edge of the paper. Draw about 20 connected, straight 
lines until the paper is divided into smaller sections. It may be helpful for students to use scrap paper to protect work surface.

3. Hand out 9”x12” heavy, white drawing paper, fine tip, black, permanent markers and rulers. Allow students time to work. Rotate 
throughout the room giving guidance.

4. Tell the students that they will be filling each area with a different kind of repeating line. Make a list on the board of the different 
kinds of lines. Demonstrate how to fill an area with a repeating line using the fine tip, black, permanent marker. 

5. Allow students time to work. Rotate throughout the room giving guidance. Once students have used all the different kinds of line 
examples they can begin to repeat designs in the empty areas. 

Closure 
• Have students write their names on the back of their papers. Collect papers and supplies. Tell students that next class they will 

be adding color to their designs.
• Review with students using Review Questions A, page 15. 

Day 2
Preparation
• Collect supplies for Day 2. Fill water cups. 
Sequence of Activity
1. Review with students using Review Questions A, page 15.
2. Tell students that today they will be adding color to their designs using watercolors.
3. Demonstrate how to use watercolors. Add water to the watercolor pan using your paint brush. The more water you add, the 

lighter the color will be. Stir water into the paint pigment, then paint one area on the paper with the watercolor. Show students 
how adding less water will result in a darker shade of the same color. Fill another area in the design with a darker color. 

4. Tell the students to choose their favorite color. They may only use one color but will try to get different values of the same color 
by adding more or less water to their paint. Hand out line design drawings, watercolor pan sets, paint brushes, water cups and 
paper towels. Tell students to fill the entire paper, one area at a time. Tell them to try and get as many different shades of the 
same color as they can. Allow students time to work. Rotate throughout the room giving guidance.

5. Tell students that as they work you will be working with them individually to trace the silhouette of the profile view of their head 
onto a piece of paper. They will be using these silhouettes in the next class. 

6. To create the silhouettes: Place a direct light source (an overhead projector light or a spotlight works well) close to a wall. Tape a 
piece of 9”x12” paper to the wall. Have the student stand between the light source and the paper so that the distinct shadow of 
their profile is cast onto the paper. Trace the profile outline onto the paper. Write the students name on the paper and keep for 
the next class.

• Note: An alternative to tracing silhouettes is to take a profile picture of the student and print it out on 8.5”x11” copy paper and 
have the student trace it onto heavy, white drawing paper. 

Closure
• As students finish, collect papers and place in a safe place to dry. 
• Tell student that next class they will be using lines to begin to draw pictures.

Day 3
Preparation
• Gather supplies for Day 3. 
• Note: In order to have the students draw from observation instead of memory, have students bring in small objects or 

photographs of things that represent their interests. Remind them several days on ahead and send a note home for the parents.
Sequence of Activity
1. Introduce the lesson using Lesson Introduction, Day 3, page 11. 
2. Demonstrate how to observe lines in a photograph or an actual object of personal interest. Trace over the lines in the 

photograph or the object with the eraser end of your pencil then draw the lines on the paper within the silhouette. Tell students 
that they will be drawing as many objects as they can in their silhouette. These objects should be symbols of things they are
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 interested in or things that they do. Hand out the silhouettes and pencils. Have students get out their objects and photographs. 
Allow students time to work. Rotate throughout the room giving guidance.

3. Demonstrate how to trace over all lines with a fine tip, black, permanent marker. Hand out markers and allow student time to 
work.

4. If time allows, demonstrate how to fill each drawn shape with fine, repeating, straight lines using an ultra-fine tip, black, 
permanent marker. (This step can be bumped to the next class if necessary.) Hand out ultra-fine tip, black, permanent markers 
and allow students time to work. 

Closure
• Collect supplies and papers. Have students clean up. 
• Review with students using Review Questions B, page 15.

Day 4
Preparation
• Gather supplies for Day 4.
Sequence of Activity
1. Review with students using Review Questions A and B, page 15.
2. Tell students that today they will be finishing their portraits.
3. Demonstrate drawing repeating curved lines to fill all of the empty spaces in the silhouette and connecting all of the floating 

objects. Use a fine tip, black, permanent marker to draw the lines. Hand out fine tip, black permanent markers and portraits. 
Allow students time to work.

4. Demonstrate how to cut out the portrait and glue it in the middle of the painted line design. Make sure the bottom of the 
silhouette aligns with the bottom of the paper. Hand out scissors, paintings and bottled glue. Allow students time to work.

Closure
• Have students clean up and hand in supplies. 
• Collect finished artwork and place on display. Have the students look at and discuss the finished pieces. Where do you see 

variety in our pieces? What kinds of lines do you see? What kinds of shapes do you see? What symbols do you see in these 
works? What do you think they represent?

Hans Holbein the Younger
Portrait of Katherine, Duchess of Suffolk

C. 1534–36
Black and colored chalks, pen and brush and Indian ink on pink-

primed paper
29.1 × 21.2 cm
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Project  Steps
Day 1
• Divide paper drawing 20 straight lines with a fine tip, black, 

permanent marker
• Fill each area with a different type of repeating line

Day 2
• Fill drawing with tints of one color using watercolor
• Trace outline of student profile

Day 3
• Fill profile with outline drawings of personal interests
• Fill outline drawings with straight lines, using ultra-fine tip, 

black, permanent marker

Day 4
• Fill empty space in profile with curved lines
• Cut out and mount profile on line painting
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Review Questions

Grading Rubric

1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5 
1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5
Total:      /30

Grade:
Comments:

Symbols About Me

A
1. What is a line? A mark made by a tool
2. What are some ways we can describe a line? Its length, width, direction
3. What are some of the words we use to describe lines? Straight, curved, long, short, thick, thin, wavy, jagged, broken, scribbled

B
4. What was the name of the artist we looked at? Hans Holbein the Younger
5. What kind of paintings is he famous for making? Portraits
6. What is the first thing you notice in a work of art called? The dominant feature
7. What are symbols in art? Pictures of objects that give us clues about meaning
8. What is the first thing an artist does before he begins drawing or painting? Observation
9. What kinds of lines describe the outline and the details of a form? Contour lines
10. What word describes how an artist includes many different kinds of something to make their work more interesting? Variety
11. What are the two categories of shape? Give examples of each. Geometric and Organic 

Use of Line—variety                     

Use of Outline                                         

Use of Filler Lines                

Creativity—in use of symbols                                                            

Effort—took time and put forth effort in creating

Craftsmanship—project is neat and edges are clean
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